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interiors interiors

With both restoration 
and creation of  period 
architecture, the essence is 
achieved by honouring the 

original style. But to achieve this, it takes 
a combination of  traditional training and 
experience. Traditional training includes 
the theoretical and practical study of  
construction for different periods. It must 
be fused with purposeful training in art and 
design, paying homage to the importance 
of  proportion and form.

Gary Olsson, master joiner and 
cabinetmaker, was trained in this 

philosophy by renowned carver and 
furniture maker, Elvin Harvey, of  Harvey 
Bros, Brisbane. It has provided a strong 
foundation for his clientele to benefit 
from and since 1983, much wisdom and 
technical knowhow has been gathered.

An initial appraisal takes in the context of  
the building, its neighbourhood and street 
aspect. “The building is rarely in complete 
isolation to its surrounds so the role it plays 
in that aspect is as important as the role it 
plays within its boundaries,” says Gary.

There is the intangible historical and 
political context to be considered as 

well. “Provenance of  the building is 
best researched and well understood 
before embarking on any restoration 
or reproduction project,” says Gary. 
“Regulations and the expected functionality 
of  the building for the 21st century must 
be ascertained to ensure a good marriage 
of  functionality and art. The manner in 
which people connect with their residence 
or place of  work has changed dramatically 
over the 19th and 20th centuries, and is 
changing rapidly in the new millennium. 
Ergonomics, logistics of  human and 
vehicular traffic movement, and technology 
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infrastructure all interconnect, impacting 
on spatial design. To the maximum extent 
possible, authenticity is key but the building 
must be liveable or it will hold museum 
value and appeal alone. Common sense will 
aid decision making.”

Respect for and adherence to the 
original architect’s and builder’s intentions 
will ensure authenticity in terms of  
construction technique and resultant form.

“However, that is not enough,” continues 
Gary. “There is a further step to take — the 
selection of  authentic replacement and 
repair materials. It takes time and effort 
to source matching glazing or identical-
grain timber. Go the extra mile to obtain 
fittings made using the same manufacturing 

technique. Though it is only 20 per cent 
of  the project, it can impact positively 
or negatively to a factor of  80 per cent. 
Attention to detail is overlooked on many 
projects, resulting in very few authentically 
restored or reproduced buildings. The 
difference in final appearance is drastically 
reduced by taking shortcuts.

“The reason a building has lasted 
so well in the first instance is due to 
excellent materials and methods,” adds 
Gary. “We are duty bound to keep the 
compass pointed to true north, so to 
speak. Consider yourself  a steward and 
custodian, not a mere contractor or owner. 
The value and longevity of  the building 
will be your just reward.”

GN Olsson Mastercraftsmen assists 
with design, joinery, cabinetmaking and 
furniture making for period-style projects. 
Economically it works well for owners 
to engage GN Olsson Mastercraftsmen 
to collaborate with builders of  integrity, 
attending to intricate and heritage joinery, 
particularly interiors. Today’s investments 
… tomorrow’s antiquity.+
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Far left: American oak fire surround featuring 
delft plaques
Left: hoop pine kitchen cabinetry
Above: Custom floor inlays
Right: Regency-style library


